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Pair Of Dogs Of Fô Or Shi In Rock Crystal, China, Late XIX, Very Early XX

380 EUR

Period : 19th century

Condition : Usures d'usage

Material : Crystal de roche

Length : 

Width : 7,7 x 5,9

Diameter : 

Height : 12,2 et 12,3

Depth : poids : 1929 grs

https://www.proantic.com/en/621818-pair-of-dogs-of-fo-or-shi

-in-rock-crystal-china-late-xix-very-early-xx.html

Dealer

Winstein
 Antique & semi-antique rugs, objects from the world,

paintings, furniture

Tel : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

Mobile : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

La Tour - Rue des Remparts

Revest-du-Bion 04 150

Description

Pair of dogs from Fô or Shi, China, in green and

white cut rock crystal, from the end of the XIXth

or the very beginning of the XXth century, in

good condition, with small gaps.

Since the dawn of time, rock crystal (or quartz

crystal) has been used by healers to bring sick

people energy balance. By breaking down the

light spectrum, he very early on suggested to

wizards, druids and other shamans his capacity

for action. Also, very early on, the stone was

adorned with magical virtues.

According to the principles of Reiki, ??, ? ? or ? ?

we use the virtues and energy of rock crystal.

The crystal has the capacity to take charge of the

energy directed during an action and to diffuse it

for a long time, subtly but constantly. Its use

facilitates the action carried out. The crystal



should be present during each "treatment" that

requires a long-term action, this is the way of the

shaman.

Dimensions: Height: 12.2 cm and 12.3 cm Base:

7.7 cm x 5.9 cm Weight: 1929 grams for the pair

FREE SHIPPING FOR FRANCE, same for all of

our carpets! FR 0 EUR / EUR 25 EUR / WORLD

50 EUR For all requests for information, do not

hesitate to contact me on 06 13 36 09 30 or on

winsteinprovence@gmail.com

www.winsteinprovence.com


